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SLAC-PUB-95-6914July 1995Can We Observe Weak Anomalous Couplings of HeavyQuarks Through Three Jet Events? �THOMAS G. RIZZOStanford Linear Accelerator CenterStanford University, Stanford, CA 94309AbstractThe rates and corresponding jet distributions for the decay Z ! b�bg and the processe+e� ! t�tg may be sensitive to anomalous dipole-like couplings of heavy quarks tothe photon and Z. In the b-quark case, after updating our previous analysis on theconstraints imposed by current experiments on Zb�b anomalous couplings, we show thatthe variation of these couplings within their presently allowed ranges leads to ratherminor modi�cations to the Standard Model expectations for Z ! b�bg observables. Inthe t-quark case, signi�cant deviations from the Standard Model predictions for t�tgproduction at the Next Linear Collider are possible.Submitted to Physical Review D.�Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.



1 IntroductionThe value of Rb = �(Z ! b�b)=�(Z ! hadrons) as measured at LEP remains[1] more than2� higher than that predicted by the Standard Model(SM) for top-quark masses in the rangefound by the CDF[2] and D0[3] collaborations, i.e.,mt = 180�12 GeV. If con�rmed by futuremeasurements, this unexpected result may be the �rst, albeit indirect, signal for new physicsbeyond the SM. This situation has inspired a large amount of theoretical speculation on thestructure of possible new physics scenarios which can explain this discrepancy[4] withoutdisrupting the great successes of the SM elsewhere. It may be that the third generationfermions will soon begin to tell us just what this new physics might be.In a recent paper[5], we analyzed the constraints on possible anomalous weak cou-plings of heavy fermions(c, � , b) to the Z imposed by the then-existing data. Speci�cally, weconsidered adding contributions to the conventional SM f �fZ vertex due to the weak electric(~�f ) and/or magnetic (�f ) anomalous moment type couplings[6], i.e.,L = g2cw �f "�(vf � af5) + i2mf ���q�(�f � i~�f5)# fZ� ; (1)where g is the standard weak coupling constant, cw = cos�W , mf is the fermion mass, andq is the Z's four-momentum. In the case of the top quark, such a possibility has beenentertained by a number of authors[7]. Using the data from both LEP and SLD available atthe completion of the 1994 summer conferences[8, 9], we found reasonably strict constraintson both ~�f and �f for f = c; � but, in the f = b case, we found that the data preferred ~�band/or �b to be non-zero at the' 2� level reecting the deviation ofRb from the expectationsof the SM.In this paper, after updating this analysis for b-quarks using the more recent datapresented at Moriond95[10, 11], we will consider the feasibility of probing the Zb�b vertex in2



the three-body Z ! b�bg decay process[12]. We then extend this approach to the case of opentop production at the Next Linear Collider(NLC). In order to perform the b-quark analysis,we need to know the currently allowed ranges of �b and ~�b which requires us to revise ourprevious study. Essentially, we expect that the e�ects of non-zero values for ~�b and �b aretwo-fold since both the overall value of the ratio R = �(Z ! b�bg)=�(Z ! b�b) as well as thecorresponding decay distributions are modi�ed. From the shift in the value of this ratio dueto anomalous couplings, it would appear that the universality of the strong interactions isviolated since the extracted value of �bs would be somewhat di�erent from �udscs . Just howlarge these anticipated e�ects can be given the tight restrictions from LEP/SLC precisionmeasurements is a subject of the present analysis. In the case of e+e� ! t�tg, the lack ofany strong restrictions from existing data plays a crucial role. This means that simultaneousstudies of t�t and t�tg �nal states, which are quite complementary, will be important at theNLC. Unlike the b-quark case, both anomalous t�tZ as well at t�t vertices are probed byhigh energy e+e� collisions, and our analysis will compare the sensitivities to both types ofanomalous couplings.2 Z ! b�bgAs pointed out in Ref.5, if ~�b or �b were non-zero, a number of Z-pole observables woulddi�er from the expectations of the SM. (A complete list of all such observables and theirdependencies on ~� and � are given in detail in this reference.) In that analysis, we consideredthe following data as input: Rb and AbFB(the forward-backward asymmetry), both measuredat LEP, as well as Abpol(the polarized forward-backward asymmetry), which is measured bySLD. Fig.1 shows the results of the now updated version of our analysis for the ratios Rb=RSMband Ab=ASMb , where the latter quantity is the weighted combination of AbFB=AbFB(SM) and3



Figure 1: Rb vs. Ab compared with the predictions of the SM for mt = 170; 180; 190 GeV,corresponding to the dotted, solid, dashed data point, respectively. The upper(lower) solid curveis the prediction for non-zero negative(positive) values of �b with the points in steps of 0.01. Thedashed line represents the corresponding case of non-zero ~�b.
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Abpol=Abpol(SM) (under the assumption that the electron's couplings are given by the SMexpectations), when ~�b and/or �b are non-zero. In this analysis we have �xed �s(MZ) =0:125, ��1em(MZ) = 128:896[13], and the SM Higgs boson mass (mH) to 300 GeV. A modi�edversion of ZFITTER4.9[14] was used to obtain the predictions of the SM for these observablesassuming mt = 170; 180 or 190 GeV, providing us with the SM input in Fig.1. Allowing ~�band �b to be non-zero, we can then perform a �2 �t to determine the 95% CL region for theseanomalous couplings, for �xed mt, using the latest results from Moriond95[1, 10, 11]. Fig.2shows the result of this updated analysis which we note is little inuenced by variations ofthe input parameters other than mt. As can be seen from this �gure, the SM lies just outsidethe 95% CL region when mt = 180 GeV and the data somewhat favors ~�b and �b non-zerowith magnitudes of order 10�2. The SM lies on the boundary of the allowed region due tothe 2� discrepancy in the value of Rb. To clarify this issue, more data on all of the aboveobservables is necessary and these will become available over the next two years. Unlikein the b-quark case, our updated analysis shows no shred of evidence of new physics in thecorresponding �2 �ts for c and � . In comparison to our published results which made useof the data set from the the 1994 summer conferences, the results from Moriond95 shrinkthe radii of the new 95% CL allowed regions by approximately 5% and 25% for c and � ,respectively.Is there any other way to probe the values for ~�b and/or �b in the above range otherthan through these traditional observables? One possibility, alluded to above, is to examinethe the decay Z ! b�bg as, a priori, we might expect that the modi�cations of the Zb�bvertex may show up as deviations from SM expectations in both the rate and correspondingjet distributions. As we will see below, a leading order(LO) calculation is su�cient for our5



Figure 2: Regions in the �b-~�b plane allowed at the 95% CL by the Moriond95 data for mt =170; 180; 190 GeV, corresponding to the inside of the dotted, solid, and dashed curves, respectively.
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purposes. To this end we consider the double di�erential ratiod2Rdx1dx2 = 1�(Z ! b�b) d2�(Z ! b�bg)dx1dx2 ; (2)where, to leading order in m2b=M2Z , the individual components of this expression are givenby (omitting an overall common normalization factor which cancels in taking the ratio)�(Z ! b�b) ' (v2b + a2b) + r8(�2b + ~�2b) + 3vb�b ;d2�(Z ! b�bg)dx1dx2 ' 2�s(MZ)3� "(v2b + a2b) x21 + x22(1� x1)(1� x2) + r8(�2b + ~�2b)f1�12vb�bf2� ; (3)where r = M2Z=m2b ' 360 and the functions fi = fi(x1; x2), with x1;2 = 2Eb;�b=MZ , areexplicitly given byf1 = [2� 2(z1 + z2) + 2z1z2 + (z21 + z22)� 4z1z2(z1 + z2)]=(z1z2) ;f2 = [�2(z21 + z22)� 4z1z2 + 12(z1 + z2)� 12]=(z1z2) ; (4)where zi = 1 � xi. Note that we recover the usual QCD result for massless quarks in thelimit when the anomalous couplings vanish. Of course, for completeness all higher orderterms in 1=r are kept in our analysis below, though their numerical inuence on our resultsis quite minimal. The complete expressions used in this analysis are given in detail in theAppendix. An important feature of these equations is that ~�b does not appear linearly sincesuch a term would be a direct measure of CP -violation. To get at such terms we need tomake use of the initial e� momentum or polarization direction or the b-quark decay productsto form asymmetries. From the above equations, we see that it is the rather large value ofr that provides the enhanced sensitivity to the b-quark anomalous couplings. To obtain the7



Z ! b�bg width as well as the various distributions the above double di�erential must beintegrated over various weighting factors; these integrals are evaluated by introducing a cuton the invariant mass of any pair of jets. This procedure is not unique when �nite quarkmasses appear in the �nal state, but we have chosen to use for convenience the de�nition2pi �pj � ycuts; (i 6= j; i; j = 1�3), where pi is one of the three jet four-momenta and s = M2Z.Our results will of course depend somewhat on the value chosen for the ycut parameter.
Figure 3: Values of �bs=�udscs due to non-zero (a) �b or (b) ~�b for ycut values from 0.01 to 0.05 insteps of 0.01 from top to bottom on the left side of the �gures.We �rst examine the Z ! b�bg three jet rate. In order to directly compare with theSM, we will scale our results with non-zero �b and ~�b to the SM predictions for the samevalue of ycut. One could interpret this ratio (in LO) as a measure of any apparent shift inthe value of �s for b-quarks in comparison to that for the lighter avors, i.e., as a test forviolations of the avor-independence of QCD. Figs. 3a and 3b show the individual �b and~�b dependence of the Z ! b�bg three jet rate for di�erent values of ycut which we displayas a shift in the value of �bs in comparison to the expectations of universality. The shift in8



the value of �bs is only at the percent level in either case. Note that since there is no linearterm in ~�b, our results are an even function of ~�b whereas the term linear in �b remains quiteimportant. Next, we scan the 95% CL allowed regions in the �b-~�b plane for mt = 170; 180or 190 GeV, shown in Fig.2, and ask how large a deviation from universality is allowed by thepresent electroweak data. We �nd that the rather restricted ranges of �b and ~�b do not allowfor large violation in universality due to anomalous couplings. In particular, for ycut = 0:05,we �nd that 0:997 � �bs=�udscs � 1:004 within this 95% CL region; essentially identicalresults are obtained for other values of ycut. This implies that these apparent violations ofuniversality are far smaller than what can be probed by current experiment. This is a directresult of the rather strong demands placed upon the anomalous couplings by the precisionelectroweak data. Present experimental analyses by SLD[15], ALEPH[16] and OPAL[17] �ndthat 0:898 � �bs=�udscs � 1:154, 0:967 � �bs=�udscs � 1:047, and 0:969 � �bs=�udscs � 1:073,respectively, at the 95% CL. Naively combining these measurements in quadrature leads to�bs=�udscs = 1:013� 0:028 at 95% CL. We thus see that that the size of the deviations due tothe presence of anomalous couplings is far below the present sensitivities (by about an orderof magnitude) of these three experimental analyses, but may become visible in future datasets with signi�cantly larger statistics and with greatly reduced systematic uncertainties.Perhaps the various three jet distributions show a greater sensitivity to the existenceof anomalous couplings than does the overall rate. To this end, we �rst consider the separatex1�3 distributions where we now order x3 � x2 � x1. Figs.4a-c show these three distributionsfor the two extreme non-zero values of �b which are allowed at the 95% CL when ~�b = 0, i.e.,�b = 0:027 and �b = �0:011. Here, we make a direct comparison to the SM expectations,neglecting for simplicity the non-leading terms in 1=r, which is numerically su�cient forour purposes. Except for slight di�erences in shape and normalization, these distributionsdo not signi�cantly deviate from the SM predictions. Thus, it would appear that they are9



Figure 4: xi and Ellis-Karliner angle distributions for the SM(solid) as well as for�b =0.027(dashed) and -0.011(dotted) with ~�b = 0. ycut = 0:05 has been assumed.10



not too helpful in extracting information on anomalous couplings. To be complete, we alsoshow in Fig.4d the distribution of the Ellis-Karliner angle[18] for the SM as well as the twoextreme values of �b above. As in the case of the xi distributions, we see that there is verylittle departure from the expectations of QCD when anomalous couplings are present.As a last possibility we consider the gluon energy distribution itself in the case wherethe b and �b jets are tagged. While we do not anticipate a priori that this distributionis more sensitive that those above to the presence of anomalous couplings, we include itfor completeness. (As we will see below, the gluon energy spectrum will yield importantconstraints in the top quark case.) Fig.5 con�rms our expectations as it shows that thegluon energy spectrum as a function of z = 2Eg=ps has little sensitivity to the existence ofpotential Zb�b anomalous couplings.We thus conclude in the case of b-quarks that the already existing high precision datadoes not allow for observable e�ects of anomalous couplings in Z ! b�bg events. Even thoughthese results are somewhat disappointing, one must continue to search for anomalous b-quarkcouplings in every possible manner.3 e+e�! t�tgThe situation for top is quite di�erent than that for b's as we are no longer sitting on the Zpole and both  and Z anomalous couplings may be present simultaneously. To obtain thedistributions for this case we �rst de�ne the coupling combinationsAv = Xij (vivj + aiaj)e(vivj)tPij ;Aa = Xij (vivj + aiaj)e(aiaj)tPij ;11



Figure 5: Gluon jet energy distribution in the case of tagged b-quarks for the SM(solid) as well asfor �b =0.027(dashed) and -0.011(dotted) with ~�b = 0. ycut = 0:05 has been assumed and z is thescaled gluon energy as de�ned in the text.
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A� = Xij (vivj + aiaj)e(�i�j)tPij ;A~� = Xij (vivj + aiaj)e(~�i~�j)tPij ;Am = Xij 12(vivj + aiaj)e(vi�j + vj�i)tPij ;Pij = s2 [(s�M2i )(s�M2j ) + (�M)i(�M)j ][(s�M2i )2 + (�M)2i ][(s�M2j )2 + (�M)2j ] ; (5)where we sum over the contributions of both the photon and Z. i = 1; 2 labels the photon andZ couplings respectively and thus M1 = �1 = 0 while M2 = 91:1887 GeV and �2 = 2:4971GeV[10]. In analogy with the b-quark case we can writed2Rdx1dx2 = 1�(e+e� ! t�t) d2�(e+e� ! t�tg)dx1dx2 ; (6)where �(e+e� ! t�t) ' 3�4 h(Av +Aa)(1 + �2=3) + (Av �Aa)(1� �2)+ r4(1 � �2=3)(A� +A~�) +A� �A~� + 4Am� ; (7)with �2 = 1 � 4m2t=s and r is now given by r = s=m2t . Note that r is no longer a largenumber. For the three body process we obtaind2�(e+e� ! t�tg)dx1dx2 ' 2�s(ps)3� �Avf0v +Aaf0a + r8(A�f1� +A~�f1~�)�12Amf2� ; (8)with the f 's being the same kinematic functions given above and in the Appendix. In ournumerical analysis below we will assume �s = 0:10 and neglect the possibility of initial beampolarization. 13



Since the top decays before it hadronizes, i.e., �t=1.57 GeV whenmt =180 GeV[19], atrue 3 body �nal state does not arise in t�tg production. Therefore we cannot simply take ourprevious b�bg jet analysis and apply it to top directly. For almost all observables of interestwe must look for new physics in the distributions of the decay products of the top, i.e., theW and b. However, the gluon energy spectrum associated with t�tg production can be used asa probe of anomalous couplings provided some care is used. The �nite top width has severalimplications in addition to the consideration of the top decay products, including the factthat �t 6= 0 acts as an infra-red regulator, just as mt 6= 0 prevents collinear singularities.This softening of the spectrum near z = 2Eg=ps = 0 can be accounted for quite accuratelyby scaling all of the functions fi by a common factor ofF = z41z42(z21 + �2)2(z22 + �2)2 ; (9)where zi is as de�ned after Eq.(4) and � = mt�t=s ' 10�3 for a 500 GeV collider. Fig.6shows the inuence of �nite �t in the SM for small values of z. Above z ' 0:08 � 0:10,corresponding to Eg = 20 � 25 GeV, the e�ect of the �nite top width on this distributionbecomes unobservable. This means that the emission of very hard gluons by top before itcan decay are not very much inuenced by the decay itself (e.g., gluons that are emittedfrom the �nal state b-quarks) as long as Eg � �t, a condition we will always impose belowby demanding large values of z in our analysis. If we want to look at distributions otherthan those associated with the gluon we must take the full top decay sequence into account.As far as anomalous couplings are concerned, Fig.6 shows that all of the sensitivityto non-zero values of �t , �Zt (and correspondingly ~�t , ~�Zt ) occurs in the large z � 0:10�0:15region of the spectrum, with the lower end showing only the universal SM e�ects. This lowpart of the z spectrum is also useful, however, in that it can set the overall normalization.For simplicity, let us ignore ~�t , and ~�Zt for now and concentrate on the magnetic weak14



Figure 6: Gluon energy spectrum associated with t�tg production at a 500 GeV e+e� colliderassuming mt = 180 GeV. The solid curve is for the SM and includes the e�ects of a �nite topwidth. The dotted(dashed, dash-dotted, and square-dotted) curve corresponds to �t =0.2(-0.2)and �Zt =0.2(-0.2), respectively.
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dipole moments. In that case, Fig.6 shows that �t and �Zt with magnitudes of order 0.1may be cleanly visible. We consider two possible approaches. First, one can just countthe number of events above a given minimum value of z, zcut, and compare with the SM.Second, one can bin the events above the cut and perform a �t to the spectrum to extractthe anomalous couplings. The second possibility is far more sensitive as we shall see below.The results of the �rst procedure are presented in Figs.7a and 7b, where we display thenormalized integrated t�tg rate for z > 0:2 as a function of either of the two anomalous weakmagnetic dipole moments. In the photon case we see that even with these highly optimisticassumptions only a small range of �t is excluded while all values of �Zt remain allowed. Theseresults are not very sensitive to modi�cations in zcut. Clearly, this is not the best procedure.
Figure 7: Integrated rate for z > 0:2 and mt = 180 GeV as a function of (a) �t or (b) �Zt at a500 GeV e+e� collider. The solid lines correspond to the 95% CL bounds accounting for statisticalerrors only assuming an integrated luminosity of 50fb�1.Next, for purposes of demonstration, we divide the region above z = 0:15 into 7 binsof width �z = 0:05, except for the highest bin which includes everything above z = 0:45.Assuming L = 50fb�1 and statistical errors only we generate arti�cial data via a Monte16



Carlo assuming the SM is correct and then we �t the resulting distribution allowing for �tor �Zt to be non-zero. Allowing �t only to be non-zero yields �t = 0:009+0:027�0:026 at 95% CLfrom the �t. For non-zero �Zt , we �nd instead the 95% CL ranges �0:53 � �Zt � �0:29and �0:09 � �Zt � 0:12. The two ranges are the result of a double minimum in the �2distribution. Here we see the much greater sensitivity to �t than to �Zt as might have beenexpected from Figs.7a and 7b. The tiny 95% CL range we obtained for �t is clearly an overoptimistic result since all systematic errors have been ignored, but it clearly demonstratesthat the ; Zt�t vertices can be probed by using the t�tg channel. A full Monte Carlo studyof this process, including detector e�ects, would be most enlightening.The scenario with ~�t and ~�Zt non-zero is easily analyzed using the previous resultsby noting that only quadratic terms in these quantities appear in the expressions Eqs.(5-8).In fact, if we average the gluon energy distributions for the cases of positive and negativevalues of �t we obtain the result for ~�t and similarly for  ! Z. However, since almost allof the sensitivity to �;Zt arises from the linear term in the these equations we will �nd thatthe potential constraints on ~�;Zt are relatively weak. From these considerations we obtain,from the Monte Carlo approach described above, that j~�t j � 0:296 and j~�Zt j � 0:407 at 95%CL. As in the magnetic weak dipole case we remind the reader that these limits includestatistical errors only.What happens at a higher energy machine? Fig.8 displays the gluon energy spectrumassociated with t�tg production for mt = 180 GeV at a 1 TeV e+e� collider for the SM andfor the same values of �t and �Zt shown in Fig.6. The large z part of this �gure indicates thatthere will be greater sensitivity to the anomalous couplings at these higher energies. Thismay lead one to re-try our �rst approach, i.e., just counting the number of events above a�xed value of zcut. Figs.9a and 9b show just this situation for L = 100fb�1 and zcut = 0:4,17



together with the 95% CL bound for the SM used as input assuming only statistical errors asbefore. Unlike the 500 GeVmachine, here we obtain somemodest bounds: �1:1 � �t � �0:4and �0:1 � �t � 0:2 as well as �0:9 � �Zt � 0:5. Of course, we expect that by �tting thespectrum we can do even better. We take the region above z = 0:4 and divide it into9 bins of width �z = 0:05, except for the last bin as above. Following the same MonteCarlo approach, we obtain �t = 0:005+0:023�0:026 and �0:25 � �Zt � 0:09, both of which aresomewhat stronger than were found above. If we now only assume that the electric weakdipole moments are non-zero, employing the procedure as discussed above for the 500 GeVcase yields the corresponding constraints j~�t j � 0:118 and j~�Zt j � 0:166 at the 95% CL.4 Summary and ConclusionsIn this paper we have considered how the structure of Z ! b�bg and e+e� ! t�tg events mayreveal information on anomalous couplings at the Zb�b and ; Zt�t vertices. In the b-quarkcase, two steps were required to perform this analysis:(i) The presently allowed ranges of �b and ~�b had to be extracted from the latestround of LEP and SLC data. This required us to update our published analysis using theresults presented at Moriond95.(ii) The contributions of non-zero �b and ~�b to the di�erential distributions for Z !b�bg had to be determined and scanned over the ranges allowed for these parameters by theelectroweak data.We found that although contributions from possible anomalous weak couplings mighthave been a priori observable in Z ! b�bg, the existing constraints from precision electroweakdata are su�ciently tight as to preclude any large e�ects. Of course, we should continue toprobe these couplings by other means. 18



Figure 8: Same as Fig.6 but now for a 1000 GeV e+e� collider. Finite top width contributions areignored.
19



Figure 9: Integrated rate for z > 0:4 and mt = 180 GeV as a function of (a) �t or (b) �Zt at a1 TeV e+e� collider. The solid lines correspond to the 95% CL bounds accounting for statisticalerrors only assuming an integrated luminosity of 100fb�1.In the t-quark case, we examined the gluon energy distribution, which is the onlyobservable which does not require a detailed analysis of the t�t decay products. To avoid�nite-width e�ects as well as the contributions due to gluon radiation o� of the �nal stateb-quarks, we restricted our analysis to gluon energies � �t. Fortunately, this was just thephase space region most sensitive to the ; Zt�t anomalous couplings we wished to probe.We found that �t is the coupling that we are most sensitive to through �tting the gluonspectrum. The appearance of ~�;Zt only at the quadratic level reduced the sensitivity to theirpresence, while in the case of �Zt a double minimum in the �2 distribution also resulted inreduced sensitivity. However, in all cases we found that anomalous couplings are observablewith magnitudes comparable to those found through more direct examinations of the ; Zt�tvertices. In addition, a higher center of mass energy was found to lead to an improvement inthe sensitivity to the anomalous couplings. Of course, complete Monte Carlo studies must beperformed to determine the true sensitivity to these anomalous couplings and the enhanced20



capabilities available due to beam polarization must be included.We should remind the reader before concluding that a deviation in the shape ofthe spectrum of gluon radiation accompanying t�t production does not uniquely point tothe existence of anomalous ; Zt�t couplings. As we have shown in our earlier work[20], ananalogous modi�cation of the t�tg coupling can also lead to spectrum shifts. If such deviationare observed experimentally then a detailed analysis will be required to determine the trueorigin of the e�ect. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe author would like to thank J.L. Hewett, S. Wagner, M. Hildreth and P. Burrowsfor discussions related to this work. He would also like to thank the members of the ArgonneNational Laboratory High Energy Theory Group and the Phenomenology Institute at theUniversity of Wisconsin-Madison for their hospitality and use of their computing facilitieswhile this work was in progress.
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APPENDIXIn this Appendix, we provide the exact forms of the expressions used in our analysis.Including both anomalous couplings as well as �nite b-quark mass e�ects, the tree level widthfor Z ! b�b is given by (again we omit an overall constant which cancels in the ratio)�(Z ! b�b) ' 3�4 h(v2b + a2b)(1 + �2=3) + (v2b � a2b)(1� �2)+ r4(1 � �2=3) h(�b)2 + (~�b)2i+ (�b)2 � (~�b)2 + 4vb�b� ;where �2 = 1 � 4=r. In the expressions for the Z ! b�bg width, the corrections due to �niter are given by the replacementsf1� ! f1 � (z1z2)�2 �2r h(z21 + z22)� 6z1z2 + 8z1z2(z1 + z2)i+ 16r2 (z1 + z2)2�f1~� ! f1 � (z1z2)�2 �2r h(z21 + z22) + 6z1z2 � 4z1z2(z1 + z2)i� 8r2 (z1 + z2)2�f2 ! f2 + 12r (z1 + z2)2=(z1z2)2 ;Note that the functions for the �2 and ~�2 terms di�er beyond the leading order in r�1so that there are now really two f1 functions. Thus the term (�2 + ~�2)f1 is replaced by�2f1� + ~�2f1~�. As is well known, the usual SM piece is also altered by �nite quark masscorrections. Denoting the familiar (x21+x22)=(1�x1)(1�x2) expression by f0, we must makethe replacement of (v2b + a2b)f0 by v2bf0v + a2bf0a wheref0v = f0 + (z1z2)�2 ��2r hz21(1 + 2z2) + z22(1 + 2z1)i22



� 4r2 (z1 + z2)2�f0a = f0 + (z1z2)�2 ��2r h�z1z2(z1 + z2)2 � 4z1z2(z1 + z2)+ z21 + z22 + 6z1z2i+ 8r2 (z1 + z2)2� ;Numerically, as discussed in the text, these higher order terms in r�1 are found to be quitesmall for b-quarks in Z decay but would be very important when one looking for the e�ectsof anomalous couplings of the top quark at a high energy e+e� collider as discussed in thetext.
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